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The determination of specific DNA sequences in biological samples such as serum, organs, and body 

fluids is of great importance in biomedicine. Synthetic single-stranded DNA fragments of the Hepatitis 

B virus were immobilized as specific probes on the surface of gold electrodes using a self-assembled 

single-molecule membrane method. The electrode combined with the electroactive Hoechest 33258 

constitutes the DNA electrochemical sensor. The film-forming conditions of self-assembled single-

molecule membranes were explored during the immobilization of Hepatitis B specific DNA probes. The 

results showed that a probe concentration of 100 μg/mL and an immobilization time of 12 h was more 

favorable for the immobilization of the probe. We also explored the DNA immobilization and 

hybridization mechanism. We used a DNA electrochemical sensor for the qualitative and quantitative 

detection of standard concentrations of complementary DNA in solution. The results showed that the 

linear detection range could reach 0.05~1 μg/mL, and the limit of detection could reach 10 ng/mL when 

using the electrochemical sensor to detect standard DNA samples. On this basis, we have also 

successfully used DNA sensors for Hepatitis B virus detection serum. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The determination of specific DNA sequences in biological samples such as serum, organs, and 

body fluids is of great importance in biomedicine [1]. Its results can be used to identify and detect 

hereditary and infectious diseases. A DNA biosensor is a sensing device that converts the presence of 

target DNA into detectable signals such as electricity, light, and sound. It has become a cutting-edge 

topic in biosensors because it is fast, sensitive, and easy to operate compared with traditional methods 

of labeled gene technology [2–4]. The DNA electrochemical sensor consists of an electrode supporting 

a DNA fragment and an electroactive hybridization marker for detection. At the appropriate temperature, 

pH, and ionic strength, the probe molecules on the electrode surface can selectively hybridize with the 
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target sequence to form double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), resulting in a change in the electrode surface 

structure [5–7]. A hybridization marker can identify such structural differences before and after 

hybridization with electrical activity to detect target sequences or specific genes [8,9]. 

Although Au electrode as the basic electrode has been used for electrochemical research, the 

application of modified Au electrode is far less common than carbon electrode. Wang et al. [10] 

mentioned in the determination of a short DNA sequence associated with human immunodeficiency 

virus type I that if a gold disc electrode was used for membrane assembly for hybridization assays, its 

signal-to-noise ratio was reduced to that of a carbon paste electrode. However, the conventional probe 

assembly time is too long. Suppose the traditional method of immobilizing molecules directly on the Au 

electrode surface is changed. The self-assembled deuterium single-molecule film technique is adopted 

to modify the electrode at the molecular level to make the electrode surface functionalized. In that case, 

the probe assembly time can be shortened [11,12]. 

A self-assembled single-molecule membrane can be formed on the surface of the Au electrode 

with aminoethyl mercaptan [13]. Then, using water-soluble carbonated diimine as a coupling activator, 

the phosphate group at the 5' end of ssDNA is covalently bound to the activated amino group on the 

electrode surface in the form of a phosphorylamino vinegar bond, which can while forming an ssDNA 

monomolecular layer on the gold surface [14]. In addition, the immobilization of ssDNA with a thiohexyl 

group at the 5' end on the cleaned gold electrode allows further reduction of probe immobilization time. 

The literature also reported that an ordered layer of streptavidin biphosphate membranes containing 

metal-centered Al3+ ions can strongly interact with negatively charged DNA strands to immobilize DNA 

on the electrode surface through an ordered adsorption and reaction step [15]. 

Viral Hepatitis B (HBV) is one of the major diseases affecting human health today. Nearly one-

third of the world's population is infected with HBV, and one in five of these patients will develop 

chronic HBV carriers. If chronic viral hepatitis B is not effectively controlled, it can lead to cirrhosis and 

even severe complications such as liver cancer, leading to death [16–20]. Therefore, timely and effective 

prevention of hepatitis has become a significant public health issue worldwide. 

This paper uses the genetic detection of the Hepatitis B virus as a model to design gene probes 

with conventional Au electrodes as substrate electrodes. Then, we investigated the self-assembled single-

molecule membrane technology and constructed DNA electrochemical sensors. We optimized each 

sensor's performance to establish a DNA electrochemical sensor for rapidly detecting the Hepatitis B 

virus. This work lays the foundation for developing immobilization techniques and assays for detecting 

HBV-DNA with high specificity, good sensitivity, long life, and low cost. 

 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Reagents 

Tris powder, mercaptohexanol, Hoechst 33258, and Daunorubicin were purchased from Sigma. 

DNA extracts were purchased from Shenzhen Piki Bioengineering Co. All other regents were analytical 

grade and purchased from Shanghai Sinopharm Reagent Co. Piranha solution (98% concentrated sulfuric 
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acid: 30% hydrogen peroxide = 3:1) is used as a renewal treatment for gold electrode surfaces. 5 mM 

Fe(CN)6
3-/Fe(CN)6

4-+ 0.01 M KCl was prepared by dissolving 0.3293 g K3Fe(CN)6, 0.4224 g K4Fe(CN)6 

and 0.1491 g KCl in 200 mL water. 10 mM Tris-HCl + 0.1 M NaCl was prepared by dissolving 0.9692 

g Tris powder, 3.8760 g NaCl into 750 mL water and adjusted the pH to 80 using 0.1 M HCl and add 

water to 800 mL. 10 mM Tris-HCl + 1 mM EDTA was prepared by dissolving 0.1211 g Tris powder 

and 0.03722 g EDTA in 90 mL water. The pH was adjusted by 0.1 M HCl to 8 and added to 100 mL 

using water. 0.1 M NaH2PO4-Na2HPO4 solution was prepared by dissolving 1.56 g NaH2PO4 and 3.5814 

g NaH2PO4 into 90 mL water. 2XSSC solution was prepared by dissolving 0.8824 g sodium citrate and 

1.755 g NaCl into 100 mL water. 0.1 mM Hoechst33258 was prepared by dissolving 0.0005 g 

Hoechst33258 into 10 mL Tris-HCl+ 1 mM EDTA solution. 

Single-stranded DNA probe S1 labeled with deucalcitol at the 5' end. 

5’-HS-(CH2)6-GGGTATACATTTGAACCCCAAT-3’ 

Single-stranded DNA that is fully complementary to the synthetic probe S2: 

5’-ATTGGGGTTCAAATGTATACCC-3’ 

Single-stranded DNA with one base mismatch to the synthetic probe S3: 

5’-ATTGGGGTTCAAATGTCTACCC-3’ 

Preparation of human serum: Add 100 μL of fresh plasma into a 0.5 mL centrifuge tube, add 100 

μL of DNA extract, centrifuge at 13000 rmp for 10 min and discard the supernatant. Add another 25 μL 

of DNA extract and centrifuge at 2000 rmp for 10 s. Then, the solution was treated with boiling water at 

100oC for 10 min and centrifuged at 13000 rmp for 10 min, and the supernatant was retained for the 

assay. 

 

2.2. Electrode modification 

The Au electrode was pretreated before each probe assembly to remove the organic impurities 

on the surface. The Au electrode is soaked with Piranha solution for 30 min, cleaned with acetone, 

anhydrous ethanol and water in turn, and then polished with 0.05 μm particle size Al2O3 abrasive pad. 

Finally, ultrasonic cleaning for 3 min, dry the gold surface with N2. 

The Au electrode was immersed in a fixative solution containing 0.04 mL of 100 μg/mL DNA 

S1 and placed at 4oC for 12 h to obtain the single-stranded DNA modified electrode (MCH/Au 

electrode). The electrode surface was sequentially washed with 10 mM Tris-0.1 M NaCl and water to 

remove unassembled DNA (HS-ssDNA/Au). 

The HS-ssDNA/Au was immersed in 100 μM Hoechst33258 solution for 10 min. After removing 

the electrode, the electrode was washed with 10 mM Tris-HCl+0.1 M NaCl and water to remove the 

excess hybridization marker. 

50 μg/mL of complementary ssDNA (S2) was prepared with Tris buffer solution, and then it was 

diluted into different gradients with 2XSSC buffer solution, respectively. The HS-ssDNA/Au modified 

electrode was placed in a specific concentration of complementary single-stranded DNA in a 2XSSC 

buffer solution for 90 min hybridization reaction. The electrode was washed with 10 mM Tris-HCl + 0.1 

M NaCl and water (denoted as HS-dsDNA/Au). 
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50 μg/mL of single-base mismatched ssDNA (S3) was configured with Tris buffer solution and 

then diluted to 1 μg/mL and 10 ng/mL with 2XSSC buffer solution. The prepared HS-ssDNA/Au 

electrode was placed in a specific concentration of single-base mismatched ssDNA in a 2XSSC buffer 

solution, and DNA hybridization was performed at room temperature for 90 min. Then the electrode was 

washed with 10 mM Tris-HCl + 0.1 M NaCl and water. 

All electrochemical experiments were performed on a CHI 760E point electrochemical 

workstation. The scanning mode was not linear voltammetric scanning. The buffer solution was 0.1 M 

PBS. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) has been used for analysis. The 

scanning speed was 20-100 mV/s. 

 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Molecular self-assembly is a class of molecular aggregates or supramolecular structures with a 

well-defined and stable structure and a specific function or property formed by the spontaneous 

combination of molecules through non-covalent interactions under equilibrium conditions. The analysis 

of biomolecular self-assembly systems shows that self-assembly is driven by weak and reversible non-

covalent interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, π-π interactions, etc. At the same time, the structural 

stability and integrity of the self-assembled system are maintained by these interactions non-covalent 

interactions [21–23]. Self-assembled monomolecular membrane (SAM) refers to the natural formation 

of highly ordered monomolecular layers on a solid surface based on the self-assembly of molecules. HS-

ssDNA can form self-assembled films on the surface of gold electrodes due to the strong chemical 

binding of sulfhydryl groups to the substrate material and the oriented arrangement of polymethylene 

chains. Therefore, to verify the self-assembly of single-stranded DNA modification [24–26], we 

examined the voltammetric signals of bare gold electrodes and HS-ssDNA/Au electrodes in 0.5 M KCl 

in the range of 0~-1.1 V (Figure 1A). It was found that the current intensity of peak 1 of the bare Au 

electrode was very high before the bottom solution was deoxygenated by nitrogen and decreased 

significantly after the de-oxygenation, which indicates that the generation of peak 1 is related to oxygen. 

The HS-ssDNA/Au electrode under the same conditions has essentially no peaks 1, which is due to the 

formation of a self-assembled film on the electrode surface that prevents the electron transfer of oxygen 

on the electrode surface. Meanwhile, the HS-ssDNA/Au electrode produced the characteristic reduction 

peak of Au-SR around -0.9 V (peak 2), indicating that the sulfhydryl-hexyl-modified ssDNA has been 

immobilized on the gold electrode surface by self-assembly. Figure 1B shows the continuous scan of the 

HS-ssDNA/Au electrode. The peak 2 around -0.9 V gradually decreases as the number of scans 

increases, and by the time the scan proceeds to the fifth, the peak current is already small. Meanwhile, 

peak 1 gradually increased, indicating that with the increase in the number of scans, the HS-ssDNA 

modified on the surface of the Au electrode was gradually shed, leading to the gradual and obvious 

electron transfer of oxygen on the gold surface [27]. It can be seen that the stability of DNA-modified 

electrodes is poor under the applied negative voltage, and the use of DNA-modified electrodes in the 

more negative voltage range should be avoided. 
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Figure 1. (A) LSV of bare Au electrode and HS-ssDNA/Au electrode. (B) LSV of HS-ssDNA/Au 

electrode with five successive scans. Scan rate: 50 mV/s. Electrolyte: 0.5 M KCl.  

 

 

Long-chain thiol self-assembled membranes are almost impermeable to inorganic ions. In 

contrast, short-chain thiol self-assembled membranes are permeable to inorganic ions due to their uneven 

and dense molecular arrangement [28,29]. We examined the hindering effect of HS-ssDNA/Au self-

assembled membrane on electron transfer with 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3-/Fe(CN)6

4-+0.01 M KCl (Figure 2). The 

MCH/Au electrode obtained after electrode modification by mercaptohexanol forms a dense film on the 

surface, hindering the electron transport of iron ions on the electrode surface to a certain extent. When 

the electrode was self-assembled with ssDNA modified by mercaptohexanol, HS-ssDNA/Au electrode 

was obtained. Since the 22-base DNA fragment is several times the length of the mercaptohexol 

molecule, electron transport of iron ions at the electrode surface is more complicated, making the 

difference in peak potential larger and the peak current smaller. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. CV of bare Au electrode, MCH/Au electrode and HS-ssDNA/Au electrode in 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3-

/Fe(CN)6
4-+0.01 M KCl. Scan rate: 50 mV/s. 
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The Au electrode was placed in 100 μg/mL of ss-DNA and self-assembled at 4°C at different 

times to observe its electrochemical response signal in 0.5 M KCl, and the results are shown in Figure 

3A. In 30-240 min, the amount of self-assembled HS-ssDNA on the Au electrode surface increased 

continuously. After 240 min, this trend slowed down significantly, indicating that the amount of self-

assembled HS-ssDNA on the electrode surface had saturated. However, the figure does not reflect the 

slower surface recombination process of HS-ssDNA after rapid adsorption on the electrode surface. 

Moreover, if the electrochemical sensor made by self-assembly 240 min is used to detect the 

complementary sequence DNA, only a weak response signal can be observed. This indicates that HS-

ssDNA does not form a complete ordered monomolecular layer in a short time after rapid adsorption on 

the electrode surface [30,31]. Therefore, choosing the appropriate self-assembly time is necessary to 

obtain the best response value. 

We examined the effect of self-assembly time on the oxidation peak current (Figure 3B). The 

self-assembly time was less than 8 h, and the response value obtained was relatively small. The response 

value was only gradually stabilized after 10 h, indicating that the self-assembled HS-ssDNA on the 

electrode surface only completed the slow surface recombination process at this time. Then the 

hybridization with the complementary strand was achieved [32]. After 12 h, the response value o still 

increased, but the magnitude was small. Combining the above experimental results, we choose the self-

assembly time of the electrode as 12 h. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Effect of (A) assemble time of HS-ssDNA and (B) assemble time of oxidation peak current. 

Scan rate: 50 mV/s. Electrolyte: 0.5 M KCl. 

 

 

HS-ssDNA is modified on the electrode surface as a probe, so the stability of the HS-ssDNA 

electrode directly affects the performance of DNA electrochemical sensors [33]. We examined the 

stability of the HS-ssDNA electrode in the range of 0.1-0.8 V by the oxidation peak current. Special 

attention is paid to re-binding and cleaning the electrode after each scan since the electrode is completely 

dislodged after one linear voltammetric scan. The experiments showed that the peak current response 

value was small when the first voltammetric scan was performed. After the first activation, the oxidation 
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peak current o was stable at the second four scans and then increased with the number of scans. The peak 

current decreases significantly after five times. The peak current disappears, indicating that the HS-

ssDNA on the electrode is shed [34]. In summary, when examining the response value on HS-ssDNA, 

we chose the peak current value obtained at the second scan. Furthermore, the peak current value 

obtained from the first scan when the sensor was embedded after hybridization was selected as the 

response value on HS-ssDNA. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Effect of scan times of peak current using HS-ssDNA/Au electrode. Scan rate: 50 mV/s. 

Electrolyte: 0.5 M KCl. 

 

 

The sensor used in DNA electrochemical sensors are a class of electroactive compounds that can 

interact with ssDNA and dsDNA. When combined with DNA, a reversible redox reaction can occur 

when electrons are exchanged with DNA. DNA completes the electrochemical reaction process through 

remote electron transfer so that the electrode can exchange electrons with the electrode [35–37]. The 

current study identified Daunorubicin and Hoechst 33258 as two indicators with high specificity. 

Daunorubicin binds differently to dsDNA and ssDNA, so its oxidation peak potential on the dsDNA-

modified electrode has a more apparent positive shift than on the ssDNA-modified electrode. However, 

as the complementary chain concentration decreased, especially for the ng-level complementary chains 

to be measured, the potential difference between Daunorubicin at the single and double chain modified 

electrodes decreased significantly. Hoechst 33258, as an electroactive dye, can produce an irreversible 

oxidation peak current at a lower potential at an Au electrode. Compared with Daunorubicin, 

Hoechst33258 binds dsDNA more selectively and can maintain good specificity at lower concentrations 

of the complementary strand to be tested. 

The Hoechst 33258 produces a weak signal for bare electrodes due to physical adsorption. For 

HS-ssDNA/Au, the electrostatic binding interaction between Hoechst 33258 and ssDNA resulted in an 

oxidation peak signal. For dsDNA, Hoechst33258 can be embedded in the base pairs of the double helix 

structure formed by dsDNA, forming a dsDNA-Hoechst33258 layer on the electrode surface resulting 

in a strong oxidation peak signal [38,39]. Also, similar to daunorubicin, Hoechst 33258 was more stable 
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in its embedding with dsDNA than in its electrostatic binding with ssDNA, thus producing a 

corresponding positive shift in the oxidation peak potential [40–42]. However, the magnitude of the 

positive shift is smaller than that of daunorubicin. Therefore, the oxidation peak currents of 

Hoechst33258 on HS-ssDNA/Au and HS-dsDNA/Au electrodes are generally compared to determine 

whether the DNA probe molecules on the electrode surface are hybridized with the target sequence 

molecules. Voltammetric signals of Hoechst33258 on DNA modified electrodes are shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The different peak current of Hoechst 33258 on bare Au electrode, HS-ssDNA/Au electrode 

and HS-dsDNA/Au electrode. Scan rate: 50 mV/s. Electrolyte: 0.5 M KCl. 

 

 

A series of parameters were optimized. Five HS-ssDNA/Au electrodes were prepared and 

hybridized with 1 μg/mL of complementary DNA solution for 90 min, and after removal and cleaning, 

marker embedding was performed. The relationship between the action time and the response signal was 

obtained in Figure 6A. When the marker embedding time was less than 5 min, the electrochemical 

response increased rapidly at any time. At 5-10 minutes, the peak current value increases slowly. At 10-

15 minutes, the peak current value is stable. Therefore, we choose 10 minutes as the time of action in 

our experiments. 

The marker can interact with dsDNA through embedded binding, electrostatic binding, and 

ssDNA interaction to produce a specific electrochemical response. Our experiments also found that even 

for bare Au electrodes, the marker produces a particular signal due to physical adsorption. Therefore, 

for both HS-ssDNA/Au and HS-dsDNA/Au electrodes, the electrode surface should be repeatedly 

drenched with 10 mM Tris-HCl+0.1 M NaCl solution after the marker interacts with it to minimize the 

non-specific adsorption of the marker. We examined the effect of buffer drenching time on the oxidation 

peak current of Hoechst 33258 at HS-ssDNA/Au and HS-dsDNA/Au electrodes, respectively, and the 

results are shown in Figure 6B. For both HS-ssDNA/Au and HS-dsDNA/Au electrodes, the peak current 

of the marker generated by non-specific adsorption was reduced to different degrees after buffer 
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drenching [43]. The response signal obtained with insufficient drenching time was large. Too long a 

drench time prolongs the operation time and leads to the loss of the marker embedded in the double helix 

DNA of the modified electrode. Therefore, after the modified electrode interacted with the marker, we 

chose a drench time of 10 min for the buffer. 

The essence of the hybridization of DNA molecules is to use nucleic acid molecules' denaturing 

and complexing properties to form dsDNA fragments of different origins in a base-complementary 

relationship. The presence of monovalent cations such as Na+ can increase the rate of heterologous 

hybrid double-stranded generation. The principle is that Na+ can mask the negatively charged phosphate 

backbone, affecting the base-pairing interactions between the target gene and the probe molecule. 

Therefore, the variation of NaCl concentration in the hybridization buffer greatly influences the 

hybridization signal [44]. We examined the hybridization effect of 0.125 μg/mL of ssDNA entirely 

complementary to the immobilized probe at different NaCl concentrations by the response signal. As 

shown in Figure 6C, the hybridization detection signal of DNA decreased sharply at low NaCl 

concentrations but increased when NaCl concentration was increased. However, the rise became slow 

after 0.2 M. When the NaCl concentration was between 0.2-0.4 M, the current was several maximum. 

After 0.4 M, the current showed a decreasing trend. 

The hybridization temperature of DNA sequences is related to its denaturation temperature. We 

examined the hybridization of the probe with 0.25 μg/mL of complementary DNA at four temperatures 

of 25℃, 35℃, 45℃, and 60℃ (Figure 6D). With the increase of hybridization time, the amount of 

hybridization tended to rise and gradually reached the maximum value, after which it stopped and no 

longer rose. The higher the temperature, the shorter the time for the hybridization amount to reach the 

maximum. This is because, at higher temperatures, the DNA molecules move faster, and the 

hybridization equilibrium is reached quickly [45]. However, another effect of temperature on the amount 

of hybridization is that the maximum amount of hybridization gradually decreases as the temperature of 

hybridization increases. This phenomenon may be because the hybridization is solid-liquid 

heterogeneous hybridization at this time, and the stability of the modified electrode at higher 

temperatures needs to be considered. Since the hybridization occurs at the solid-liquid junction, the 

stability of the electrode becomes less stable as the temperature rises, and the denaturation of the DNA 

double-stranded molecules after hybridization is accelerated, so the absolute hybridization amount 

decreases. 45℃, although the hybridization speed is fast when the hybridization is carried out to a certain 

extent and then extended the hybridization time, the signal no longer increases and decreases rapidly. 

This indicates that the denaturation of the double chain is dominant at this time, which affects the 

continuation of the hybridization reaction. Therefore, we chose to hybridize at 25℃ for 90 min. 
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Figure 6. The effect of (A) intercalation time, (B) wash time of buffer solution, (C) concentration of Na+ 

and (D) temperature on the current response of HS-dsDNA/Au electrode. Scan rate: 50 mV/s. 

Electrolyte: 0.5 M KCl. 

 

In the range of 0.05-1 μg/mL, a linear relationship was observed between the peak current 

response values before and after the hybridization of the complementary DNA with the modified 

electrodes at different mass concentrations (Figure 7). Although there is no good linearity for 

complementary strand mass concentrations below 0.05 μg/mL, an excellent voltammetric signal can be 

observed and shows good specificity. At complementary strand mass concentrations below 10 ng/mL, 

the voltammetric signal can be observed at HS-ssDNA/Au and HS-dsDNA/Au electrodes. However, the 

presence of single-base mismatched DNA may cause significant errors. 

 
Figure 7. The linear relation ship between the complementary DNA solution of different concentration 

and current. 
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Ten HS-ssDNA/Au electrodes were used with 0.5 μg/mL of complementary DNA (S2) solution, 

and the response values are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the DNA electrochemical sensor has 

good reproducibility for a specific concentration of complementary DNA solution. When the 

complementary strand concentration is equal to 10 ng/mL, the current value is greater than 3 times the 

standard deviation of 0.026 μA. 10 ng/mL is used as the detection limit of the sensor. 

 

 

Table 1. Reproducibility of the electrochemical DNA sensor. 

 

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Current 

(μA) 

0.771 0.764 0.760 0.765 0.759 0.762 0.780 0.774 0.765 0.762 

 

 

The HS-ssDNA/Au electrode was used with two concentrations of complementary DNA (S2) 

solution and single-base mismatch DNA (S3) solution at 1 μg/mL and 10 ng/mL, respectively, to 

examine the voltammetric signal, and the results are shown in Table 2. When the single base mismatch 

solution concentration was 100 times the complementary concentration, the response signal obtained 

was about half of that of the complementary DNA solution. At the same concentration, the response 

signal caused by the single-base mismatched DNA sequence only accounts for about 3% of the entirely 

complementary sequence. Therefore, within a specific concentration range, the DNA electrochemical 

sensor is able to distinguish well between complementary DNA sequences and single-base mismatched 

DNA sequences. 

 

 

Table 2. The current response of the intercalator when the DNA sensor interacted with un-matched 

DNA. 

 

DNA concentration S2 S3 

1 μg/mL 0.901 0.021 

10 ng/mL 0.051 0.009 

 

 

Figure 8 shows the sensor's detection of serum samples containing the Hepatitis B virus. The 

LSV in the figure includes the signal generated by the sensor probe, the signal generated after 

hybridization of the processed serum sample with the DNA sensor probe, and the signal after 

hybridization with the synthetic probe complementary to S2. It can be seen that when the serum contains 

the Hepatitis B virus, the current is 0.908 μA, which is similar to the current value and peak pattern 

produced by S2. The synthesized complementary sequence has only 22 bases, and it has a small spatial 

site resistance in binding to the electrochemical sensor. In contrast, the Hepatitis B virus in serum, 

although the most minor double-stranded DNA virus known to infect humans, has several thousand base 

fragments [46]. Its length limits it in the hybridization with the sensor. The potential spatial resistance is 

larger, making the hybridization rate decrease, thus leading to a relative decrease in the response signal 
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[47]. Again since the Hepatitis B virus in serum has thousands of base fragments, once it has achieved 

hybridization with the probe on the sensor, the amount of adsorption is much greater than in the case of 

tens of base fragments. Therefore, the concentration of hepatitis B virus in the serum samples fell exactly 

within the linear range of our study. Table 3 shows the comparison of the actual serum samples detected 

using the DNA sensor and fluorescent PCR. As can be seen from the table, the DNA electrochemical 

sensor detected all PCR positives, and the high number of viruses in the fluorescence PCR analysis 

results was associated with approximately high current values in the sensor analysis results. For regular 

human blood oxygen, the current observed with the sensor is much smaller than that of the sample 

[48,49]. Therefore, DNA electrochemical sensors can be used to detect the Hepatitis B virus in serum. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. LSV of HS-ssDNA/Au, HS-ssDNA/Au interacted with serum sample with Hepatitis B virus, 

HS-ssDNA/Au interacted with S2. 

 

 

Table 3. Comparison of fluorescence PCR and DNA electrochemical sensor towards Hepatitis B virus 

in serum samples. 

 

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 

Fluorescence 

PCR 

(copies/L) 

6.15 × 108 7.82 × 106 4.95 × 106 3.55× 105 4.04 × 104 

DNA sensor 

(μA) 

0.907 0.644 0.557 0.481 0.396 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This work used an Au electrode as a substrate to immobilize a specific DNA probe from a 

designed Hepatitis B virus DNA sequence using a self-assembled single-molecule membrane method. 
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This allowed the fabrication of a DNA electrochemical sensor for the quantitative and qualitative 

detection of standard concentrations of complementary single strands and was performed on clinically 

obtained serum samples of Hepatitis B virus. We optimized the conditions for hybridization of the DNA 

electrochemical sensor in terms of temperature and ionic strength. The results show that the lower 

temperature takes longer time for hybridization to reach equilibrium, but the amount of hybridization is 

large. The best hybridization effect was achieved when the concentration of NaCl in the hybridization 

buffer was 0.3 M. Hoechst 33258 has high selectivity for double-stranded DNA and can generate a high 

density of oxidation peak current at a lower potential, which is an ideal electroactive marker. A series of 

complementary single-stranded DNAs at different concentrations were assayed by hybridization using 

the developed DNA electrochemical sensor. 
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